
SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE



OVERVIEW
1 - Generative Deep Learning

Non-realtime Peephole convolutional LSTM

2 - Live audio analysis 
Real-time session data manipulation

3 - Discriminatory deep learning
Real-time MFC/MFCC discrimination
Labeled with self-defined “outcomes”.

4 - Audio extension
Auto-mixing, audio node management & DSP

5 - State management
Two-way non-deterministic finite automata



1 - Generative Deep Learning
RNN-Modeled
Non-realtime Peephole convolutional LSTM[4]

USED TO CLASSIFY MUSICAL GESTURES

DATA FLOW:

- RNN output normalized to prob. distribution
- “Intent” assignments made by classifying normalized outputs
- Classification works by analyzing the performance’s 

SuperCollider 3 history logs.
- If normalized probabilities predicted same outcome as SC3 

history logs show, intent is associated with the output.

LEARNING-1: GESTURES



SuperCollider History Logs



ANALYSIS: EAR TRAINING



ANALYSIS
2 - Live audio analysis

OSC stream
Peak, RMS, Spectral, Pitch, MFCC, k-means
Real-time data modeling and manipulation

INPUTS
1 or 2 mono audio-rate buffers

OUTPUTS
K-Means (2D clustering algo)

Interval vectors
Amp/Spectral value arrays

Binary prediction trees

FUNCTIONS
Conversion to/between:

Pattern sequences
Randomized/aleatoric coefficients

UGen wildcard values



LEARNING-2: THEORY

Music theory is taught by focusing in great detail on 
particular Western music traditions and paradigms.



LEARNING
3 - Discriminatory deep learning

Real-time MFC discrimination
Labeled with self-defined “outcomes”.

MUSICAL DIFFERENTIATOR
Determine in what ways musical inputs are distinct from 

previous ones.
The broader these deltas, the more restrictive the analysis



EXTENDED TECHNIQUE

Exploring the outer limits of your instrumental scope.



AUDIO EXTENSION - 20 audio output channels
4 - Audio unit generation, DSP nodes, auto-mixing

Temporal Modulation
- Granular sampling
- Rate shifting
- Single, multi-tap, and complex delay lines
- Filtered & equalized capture buffers with complex routing capabilities

Spatial Modulation
- Mono/stereo/quad → B-Format
- A-Format & B-Format → AmbiX / FuMa

- Up to 3rd order
- Two types of stereo panner algorithms

Dynamics Processing
- Performance-wide limiting for clipping protection
- Intelligent compander with lookahead & prediction

Pitch & Harmonics Processing
- Independent manipulation of both tonal notes and their 

harmonics/partials
- Chord manipulation, inversion, arpeggiation, etc.
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GESTURAL RECOGNITION



EAR TRAINING



MUSIC THEORY

Music theory is taught by focusing in great detail on 
particular Western music traditions and paradigms.



EXTENDED TECHNIQUE
Exploring the outer limits of your instrumental scope.

Improvising. Freaking/chilling out.
Doing that cool thing on your instrument nobody else does like you.
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Bow noise

Tone begins

Quieter...

Strong finish

There’s a lot of data in every well-intended musical action

So let’s extract, reveal, and manipulate that data!



Music Producers?

Standing waves & string vibration

Wave propagation

Physical sound resonance

Materials science

LOLNOPE

Got AppleCare?



STATE

MANAGEMENT



STATE

MANAGEMENT

It’s a way to mathematically 
model computation - an 

abstract machine that can 
be in exactly one of a finite 

number of states at any 
given time.



Behind Every Musical Event Is A Clock



Ensembles Are Musicians Whose Clocks Are Synchronized



SM’s State Machine Makes Your Time A First-Class Citizen



By Bringing Itself Down To Earth - Where Music Is Made



*@#!%*&!!!!!



Two-way
nondeterministic

finite automata



Two-way
nondeterministic

finite automata
Able to revisit already-processed data[5]



Two-way
non-deterministic

finite automata
Movement may be left, right, or null



Two-way
nondeterministic

finite automata
Non-static table of transitions



Two-way
non-deterministic

finite automata
Left: Return to a prior musical concept

Right: Transition to a new accepted musical concept
Null: Remain on the current musical concept



Two-way
non-deterministic

finite automata
Begin performance: Transition from 0 → 1



Two-way
non-deterministic

finite automata
Software disagrees with new state’s inputs

We move right despite this



Two-way
nondeterministic

finite automata



Two-way
nondeterministic

finite automata
REFERENCE CURRENT



Two-way
non-deterministic

finite automata
Right: Transition to a new accepted musical concept



Two-way
non-deterministic

finite automata
Left: Return to a prior musical concept



Two-way
nondeterministic

finite automata
REFERENCE ALSO, BUT MAYBE not as 
much - OR MAYBE EVEN MORESO CURRENTREFERENCE



Two-way
non-deterministic

finite automata
Right:  Transition to final accepted musical concept



52 Audio analysis OSC stream 
provides many values & 
properties, but only some are 
used at any one time. Which 
data is utilized is determined 
by which gates are opened by 
the SM's state management 
engine.

541 At startup, the gate 
sensitivity of the state 
management engine is 
determined by assessing 
delta between how much 
activity there was within the 
first five minutes of a 
performance, and how much 
activity there is within the 
current musical gesture.

153 State management 
engine houses the data 

streams leveraged by 
the SM performer, and 

re-assigns various 
outputs of the 

generative & 
discriminatory learning 
engines to hard values 

provided by those 
streams.

125 Gate openings in 
the SM state 

management engine 
occur frequently, but the 

rate of occurrence is 
deterministically set by 

normalizing the 
generative learning 

engine's output and 
comparing the array 

taxonomies with the 
arrays output via OSC.

The state management engine brings all the virtues 
acquired from the four prior layers into cohesion...
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GESTURAL RECOGNITION



EAR TRAINING



MUSIC THEORY

Music theory is taught by focusing in great detail on 
particular Western music traditions and paradigms.



EXTENDED TECHNIQUE
Exploring the outer limits of your instrumental scope.

Improvising. Freaking/chilling out.
Doing that cool thing on your instrument nobody else does like you.



For a human, these layers are ordered 
easiest to hardest



For a machine, they’re ordered from
hardest to easiest.



The hardest thing ever for a PC



SM is only kinda smart

But it’s a great listener



“User Experience”



WHAT’S MISSING?





DUH!



PERVERSE



State Management?

That’s the art of the composer & performer



SM is my 
attempt at 
musical 
datacoustics.



Datacoustics



🙄



DATA  



          Acoustic



DATA coustic



🙄



Electroacoustic
Music

A genre of Western art music in which composers use technology to 
manipulate the timbres of acoustic sounds, sometimes via processing 

with audio effects such as reverb or harmonizing.[2]



Electroacoustic Music



Computer 
Music

The application of computing technology in music composition, to 
help human composers create new music or to have computers 

independently create music, such as with algorithmic composition 
programs.[3]



Electro-Compucoustic
Music

????



Noun
An agent to assist with hearing

Adjective
Pertaining to the sense of hearing

DATA coustic
nominative plural of datum
(“that is given”)

A representation of facts or ideas in a formalized 
manner capable of being communicated or 
manipulated by some process.



DATA coustic
nominative plural of datum
(“that is given”)

A representation of facts or ideas in a formalized 
manner capable of being communicated or 
manipulated by some process.

Noun
An agent to assist with hearing

Adjective
Pertaining to the sense of hearing



Datacoustic Music



SM’s output not merely music - also way for SM to communicate ideas to performer
Observed SM/musician communication adds new dimension to performances

Bi-reactionary 4-dimensional feedback



As Seen In



For the Benefit of the Listeners Audience



Actual Quotes from SM Performers

“Sonic Multiplicities feels like you’re playing chamber music with yourself.”

- Garrett Semmelink
Violinist, string educator

“The software is not a musical partner - it’s more like a ghost, a presence. You 
can choose to believe it is there, and that it is listening to you, or you can choose 
to ignore it and not believe.”

- Tyler Dinner
Guitarist, Hell For the Company



SM’s output not merely music - also way for SM to communicate ideas to external contexts  

FFmpeg & OpenCV

Bi-reactionary 4-dimensional feedback


